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Abstract [Context] Natural language (NL) is pervasive in software requirements
specifications (SRSs). However, despite its popularity and widespread use, NL is
highly prone to quality issues such as vagueness, ambiguity, and incompleteness.
Controlled natural languages (CNLs) have been proposed as a way to prevent qual-
ity problems in requirements documents, while maintaining the flexibility to write
and communicate requirements in an intuitive and universally understood manner.
[Objective] In collaboration with an industrial partner from the financial domain,
we systematically develop and evaluate a CNL, named Rimay, intended at helping
analysts write functional requirements. [Method] We rely on Grounded Theory
for building Rimay and follow well-known guidelines for conducting and reporting
industrial case study research. [Results] Our main contributions are: (1) a qual-
itative methodology to systematically define a CNL for functional requirements;
this methodology is general and applicable to information systems beyond the
financial domain, (2) a CNL grammar to represent functional requirements; this
grammar is derived from our experience in the financial domain, but should be
applicable, possibly with adaptations, to other information-system domains, and
(3) an empirical evaluation of our CNL (Rimay) through an industrial case study.
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Our contributions draw on 15 representative SRSs, collectively containing 3215 NL
requirements statements from the financial domain. [Conclusion] Our evaluation
shows that Rimay is expressive enough to capture, on average, 88% (405 out of
460) of the NL requirements statements in four previously unseen SRSs from the
financial domain.
Keywords Natural Language Requirements · Functional Requirements ·
Controlled Natural Language · Qualitative Study · Case Study Research
1 Introduction
Requirements are considered as one of the fundamental pillars of software devel-
opment. For many systems in industry, requirements are predominantly expressed
in natural language (NL). Natural language is advantageous in that it can be
used in all application domains and understood virtually by all project stake-
holders (Pohl, 2010). Supporting this statement, a study reported that 71.8% of
software requirements specifications (SRSs) are written in NL (Luisa et al., 2004).
Despite its pervasive use, undisciplined use of NL can bring about a variety of
quality issues. Common problems with NL requirements include: poor testabil-
ity, inappropriate implementation, wordiness, duplication, omission, complexity,
vagueness, and ambiguity (Mavin and Wilkinson, 2010).
Further, requirements often change throughout a project’s lifespan until a con-
sensus is reached among stakeholders. Requirements changes lead to significant
additional costs that vary according to the project phase (Hull et al., 2011); it has
long been known that the cost of fixing problems related to requirements increases
rapidly when progressing through the software development phases (Boehm and
Basili, 2001).
The ultimate quality of a software system greatly depends on the quality of
its requirements. Empirical evidence shows that the state of practice for acquiring
and documenting requirements is still far from satisfactory (Sadraei et al., 2007;
Solemon et al., 2009; Young, 2015). Different studies have reported that one of the
main causes of software project failures in industry is related to poorly written re-
quirements, i.e., requirements that are unclear, ambiguous, or incomplete (Ahonen
and Savolainen, 2010; Hull et al., 2011; The Standish Group, 1995-2019). Poorly
written requirements are difficult to communicate and reduce the opportunity to
process requirements automatically, for example, to extract models (Arora et al.,
2015) or derive test specifications (Alfe´rez et al., 2019).
The problem we address in this article was borne out of a practical need ob-
served across many industrial domains. For example, in the financial domain, the
current practice is to write system requirements using a general-purpose text editor
without enforcing any requirement structure. This is the case for our industrial
partner, Clearstream Services SA Luxembourg – a post-trade services provider
owned by Deutsche Borse AG. Clearstream reported that several communication
problems and delays arise from requirements that are not stated precisely enough,
particularly in situations where the project development tasks are divided across
several teams in different countries. This problem is compounded by the fact that
Clearstream typically has to deal with NL requirements that are written by do-
main experts (from now on, we refer to them as “financial analysts”), who do not
necessarily possess sufficient expertise in requirements elicitation and definition.
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One way to potentially improve the quality of requirements would be to use
formal methods. Doing so, however, is not realistic for financial analysts who are
unlikely be able to easily express system requirements in a formal notation. In
general, these analysts are knowledgeable about the financial domain and related
disciplines, e.g., economics, law, management, and accounting, but are, in the
majority of the cases, not familiar with discrete mathematics and formal logic.
Furthermore, it is not only financial analysts who need to understand the require-
ments. Other stakeholders at different levels of the organization, e.g., customer
service, also need to be able to process the requirements and validate them ac-
cording to their specific needs (Dick et al., 2017). As a result, there is a tension
between the pressure to use NL in practice and the need to be more precise and
resorting to formal languages (Yue et al., 2011). Controlled natural languages
(CNLs) strike a balance between the usability of NL on the one hand and the
rigour of formal methods on the other. A CNL is a set of predefined sentence
structures that restrict the syntax of NL and precisely define the semantics of the
statements written using these predefined structures (Pohl, 2010).
In this article, we concern ourselves with developing a CNL for writing require-
ments for financial applications. We have named our CNL Rimay, which means
“language” in Quechua. We focus on functional requirements, noting that the vast
majority of the requirements written by our industrial partner are functional,
and that financial analysts find most of the ambiguity and imprecision issues in
functional requirements. While our work is grounded in requirements for financial
applications, this domain shares many characteristics with other domains where
(data-centric) information systems are being developed. As a result, we anticipate
that the work presented here, including our methodology, lessons learned, and
Rimay itself, can contribute to the development of CNLs in other domains.
Our investigation is guided by the following research questions (RQs):
– RQ1: What information content should one account for in the re-
quirements for financial applications? In this RQ, we want to identify, in
the requirements provided by our industrial partner, the information content
used by financial analysts. This information is a prerequisite for the design of
the Rimay grammar.
– RQ2: Given the stakeholders, how can we represent the information
content of requirements for financial applications? After we identify the
information content used by our industrial partner to represent requirements,
we want to find out the structures of the requirements that our CNL should
support. These structures follow recommended syntactic structures and define
mandatory and optional information.
– RQ3: How well can Rimay express the requirements of previously
unseen documents? After building our CNL grammar, we need to determine
how well it can capture requirements in unseen SRSs.
– RQ4: How quickly does Rimay converge towards a stable state? We
analyze saturation to determine when new SRSs do not entail significant change
to Rimay, so that it can be considered stable.
We use a combination of Grounded Theory and Case Study Research to address
the four research questions posed above. The main contributions of this work can
be summarized as follows:
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(1) A qualitative methodology aimed at defining a CNL for func-
tional requirements (RQ1). We rely on Grounded Theory for developing Ri-
may. Our methodology is general and can serve as a good guiding framework for
building CNLs systematically. We rely on an analysis procedure named protocol
coding (Saldan˜a, 2015), which aims at collecting qualitative data according to a
pre-established theory, i.e., set of codes. Protocol coding allows additional codes
to be defined when the set of pre-established codes is not sufficient. A code in
qualitative data analysis is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically
assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a
portion of language-based or visual data (Saldan˜a, 2015). In the context of our
article, a code identifies a group of verbs that share the same information content
in an NL requirement. As explained in Section 3.3.2, most of the codes are pre-
existing verb-class identifiers available in a well-known lexicon named VerbNet1.
In addition, we use WordNet2 to verify the verb senses of the requirements. The
fact that we use domain-independent lexical resources and include no keywords
specific to the financial domain in Rimay, makes our approach more likely to be
widely applicable to information systems in general. We conduct our qualitative
study on 11 SRSs that contain 2755 requirements in total.
(2) A CNL grammar (RQ2) targeting financial applications in par-
ticular and information systems in general. We apply restrictions on vocab-
ulary, grammar, and semantics. The Rimay grammar accounts for a large variety
of system responses and conditions, while following recommended syntactic struc-
tures for requirements (e.g., the use of active voice). Also, the Rimay grammar
defines mandatory information content to enforce the completeness of require-
ments. In addition to the grammar, we generate a user-friendly and full-featured
editor using the language engineering framework Xtext 3.
(3) An empirical evaluation of Rimay (RQ3 and RQ4). We report on
a case study conducted within the financial domain. We evaluate Rimay on four
SRSs containing 460 requirements to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of
applying Rimay in a realistic context. We use saturation to find the point in our
evaluation where enough SRS content has been analyzed to ensure that Rimay is
stable for specifying requirements for the financial domain. Furthermore, we use
a z-test for differences in proportions to confirm that additional enhancements to
Rimay are unlikely to bring significant benefits.
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the background and
related work. Section 3 presents a qualitative study aimed at analyzing the in-
formation content in the requirements provided by Clearstream (our industrial
partner). In Section 4, we describe the details of Rimay. Section 5 describes a case
study that evaluates Rimay. Threats to the validity of our results are discussed in
Section 6. Section 7 discusses practical considerations and, finally, our conclusions
and an outline of future work are provided in Section 8.
1 https://verbs.colorado.edu/verbnet/
2 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
3 https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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2 Background and Related Work
This section reviews the lexical resources we rely on in this work and further
discusses related work.
2.1 Lexical Resources
In the next subsections, we discuss WordNet and VerbNet. We use the WordNet
dictionary for verb lookup operations and the VerbNet lexicon to cluster verbs
with similar semantics into verb classes.
2.1.1 WordNet
WordNet (Miller, 1995) is a domain-independent linguistic resource which pro-
vides, among several other things, more than 117000 synsets. A synset is a set of
synonyms that represent a word sense. Each synset contains information such
as a definition, an example sentence, and the sense number using the format
word#sense number. For example, in WordNet the verb create has six synsets
and synset #6 is comprised of the following information: (a) two synonyms, pro-
duce#2 and make#6, (b) the sense definition, “create or manufacture a man-made
product”, and (c) an example of how to use the verb create using synset #6, “We
produce more cars than we can sell”. In order to develop Rimay, in Section 3.3.2, we
use WordNet to retrieve the different synonyms and senses of the verbs identified
in the NL requirements.
2.1.2 VerbNet
VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000) is a domain-independent, hierarchical verb lexicon
of approximately 5800 English verbs. It clusters verbs into over 270 verb classes,
based on their shared syntactic behaviors. Each verb in VerbNet is mapped to its
corresponding synsets in WordNet, if the mapping exists. In VerbNet, a verb is
always a member of a verb class and each verb class is identified by a unique code
composed of a name and a suffix. The suffix reveals the hierarchical level of a verb
class, e.g., two of the sub-classes of the root class multiply-108 are multiply-108-1
and multiply-108-2. In VerbNet, the sub-classes inherit features from the root class
and specify further syntactic and semantic commonalities among their verb mem-
bers. For example, each of the sub-classes of multiply-108 uses the same syntactic
structure which is defined as a noun phrase followed by a verb, a noun phrase,
and a prepositional phrase. However, each sub-class uses different prepositions in
the prepositional phrase. In particular, the subclass multiply-108-1 has the verb
members divide and multiply and uses the preposition by as in the phrase “I mul-
tiplied x by y”. The subclass multiply-108-2 has verb members such as deduct,
factor, and subtract and uses the preposition from as in the phrase “I subtracted
x from y”.
In Section 3.3.2, we describe how we used VerbNet to identify the verb classes
of the verbs that we found in our NL requirements.
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2.2 Related Work
Numerous studies have been conducted with a focus on NL requirements quality
improvement. Pohl (2010) presents three common techniques for improving the
quality of NL requirements by reducing vagueness, incompleteness and ambiguity:
Glossaries. Requirements glossaries make explicit and provide definitions for
the salient terms in a SRS. Requirements glossaries may further provide infor-
mation about the synonyms, related terms, and example usages of the salient
terms (Arora et al., 2017).
Patterns. They are pre-defined sentence structures that contain optional and
mandatory components. Patterns restrict the syntax of the text and are meant
to help stakeholders in writing more standardized NL requirements and thus
circumventing frequent mistakes.
Controlled natural languages. They are considered an extension of the
pattern category which, in addition to restricting the syntax (the grammati-
cal structures), also provide language constructs with which it is possible to
precisely define the semantics of NL requirements.
In this article, we build a CNL to represent functional requirements in the fi-
nancial domain, but our work likely generalizes to other (data-centric) information
systems, noting that Rimay does not rely on any domain-specific constructs.
To identify and synthesize the related work most pertinent to ours, we follow
the general principles of conducting systematic literature reviews. Nevertheless,
we need to stress that the goal of this article is by no means to report on a fully
fledged systematic literature review. Instead, the principles of systematic literature
reviews are applied in a lightweight manner as a way to ensure that we have an
in-depth understanding of the relevant literature landscape, before we develop and
present our own contributions in the next sections.
In our study of related work, we include approaches to describe CNLs and
patterns for expressing NL requirements. Note that we only discuss studies using
CNLs and patterns, and not studies that focus only on glossaries because they are
out of our scope. We considered the approaches that have been published over the
past ten years up to September 2019.
The search string we applied is as follows: ((controlled language OR pattern
OR CNL) AND requirement). In order to select the relevant studies, we defined
the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria
– Electronic papers focusing on improving writing NL requirements practices
through the use of patterns and/or CNLs;
– Electronic papers written in English;
– Electronic papers published in peer-reviewed international journals, confer-
ences, and workshops.
Exclusion criteria
– Electronic papers neither focusing on patterns nor CNLs for improving the
writing of NL requirements;
– Electronic papers that do not provide at least one example of a pattern or a
rule for a CNL.
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We ran our search string over four well-known search engines: ACM, IEEE, Springer,
and ScienceDirect. In order to select a set of primary studies relevant to our topic,
we followed a process consisting of three phases. Table 1 summarizes the phases
by indicating the number of studies per search engine after each phase.
P1: We executed our search string on the four aforementioned search engines
and obtained a total of 423 papers.
P2: We reduced the initial number of studies by removing duplicates, and by
reading the title and in some cases the abstract of the 423 papers obtained
after P1. This phase returned a subset of 74 papers.
P3: We obtained our final set of studies by reading the abstract and the intro-
duction, and by applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria. This resulted in
selecting six primary studies from 74 papers (P2) that were analyzed in-depth.
In addition to the six selected primary studies, we consider four other studies:
two books (Withall, 2007; Pohl and Rupp, 2011), and two conference papers (Kon-
rad and Cheng, 2005; Denger et al., 2003), obtained by snowballing the references
in the primary studies.
Table 1: Selection of relevant studies
Phase IEEE ACM Springer Link ScienceDirect Total
P1 83 70 152 118 423
P2 26 8 27 13 74
P3 3 1 1 1 6
Table 2 outlines the ten studies retained for further analysis. The first column
of the table provides a reference to each study. The second column indicates the
type of the approach, i.e., Pattern or CNL. In order to obtain a more thorough pic-
ture of the literature, although our work is focused on functional requirements, our
analysis of the related work does not exclude references that exclusively address
non-functional requirements. The third column shows the type of the requirements
that the approach supports: Functional Requirements (FR), Non-Functional Re-
quirements (NFR), or both. Additionally, the third column includes the domain
in which the patterns and CNLs were created. There are two strands of work:
domain-independent and domain-specific (i.e., automotive, business, healthcare,
performance, embedded systems, and data-flow reactive systems).
The fourth column indicates whether an empirical study was conducted and
evaluated in a systematic manner. The fifth column shows whether the proposed
approach was somehow evaluated. Finally, the sixth column reports on whether
the approach is supported by a tool.
We discuss the selected studies next.
2.2.1 Patterns
Pohl and Rupp (2011) discuss a single pattern to specify functional requirements.
The authors claim that the requirements that comply to this pattern are explicit,
complete and provide the necessary details to test such requirements.
Mavin et al. (2009) define the Easy Approach to Requirements Syntax (EARS),
which is a set of five patterns enabling analysts to describe system functions.
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Table 2: Summary of related work
Study Type of Type of Systematic Evaluation Tool
Reference Approach Requirements Study Support
Pohl and Rupp
(2011)
Pattern FR (Domain-
Independent)
No No No
Mavin et al.
(2009)
Pattern FR (Domain-
Independent)
No Yes No
Withall (2007) Pattern Both (Business) No No No
Riaz et al. (2014) Pattern NFR (Health-
care)
No No Yes
Eckhardt et al.
(2016)
Pattern NFR (Perfor-
mance)
Yes Yes No
Denger et al.
(2003)
Pattern FR (Embedded
Systems)
No Yes No
Konrad and
Cheng (2005)
CNL NFR (Automo-
tive)
No Yes No
Post et al. (2011) CNL FR (Automo-
tive)
No Yes No
Crapo et al.
(2017)
CNL FR (Domain-
Independent)
No No Yes
Carvalho et al.
(2014)
CNL Both (Data-
Flow Reactive
systems)
No No Yes
The authors demonstrate through a case study in the aviation domain that using
EARS leads to requirements which are easier to understand and which exhibit
fewer quality problems, particularly in relation to ambiguity.
Withall (2007) identifies 37 patterns to specify structured functional and non-
functional requirements for the business domain. The study provides insights re-
garding the creation and extension of the patterns.
Riaz et al. (2014) define a set of 19 functional security patterns. They provide a
tool that assists the user in selecting the appropriate pattern based on the security
information identified in the requirements.
Eckhardt et al. (2016) propose patterns to specify performance requirements.
The patterns were derived from a content model built from an existing perfor-
mance classification. Eckhardt et al. (2016) define the content elements that a
performance requirement must contain to be considered complete.
Denger et al. (2003) propose a set of patterns to describe requirements for
embedded systems. The patterns were derived from a metamodel that captures
several types of embedded-system requirements. The authors validate their pat-
terns through a case study.
As opposed to the other five studies, only Riaz et al. (2014) provide tool support
for security patterns to guide analysts in defining requirements. Meanwhile, only
Eckhardt et al. (2016) follow a systematic process to develop a framework for
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the creation of performance requirements patterns, and presented a well-defined
evaluation of their approach.
2.2.2 Controlled Natural Languages
Konrad and Cheng (2005) provide a restricted natural language for the automotive
and appliance domains, enabling analysts to express precise qualitative and real-
time properties of systems. They evaluate their approach through a case study.
Post et al. (2011) identify three new rules that extend the approach proposed
by Konrad and Cheng (2005) to express requirements in the automotive domain.
They also validated their rules through a case study.
Crapo et al. (2017) propose the Semantic Application Design Requirements
Language which is a controlled natural language in English for writing functional
requirements. Their language supports the mapping to first-order logic. Carvalho
et al. (2014) propose a CNL called SysReq-CNL that allows analysts to describe
data-flow requirements. Their sentence rules are nonetheless not mapped onto any
formal semantics. None of the above approaches have been empirically evaluated.
To summarize, no previous strand of work describes a systematic process to
build CNL grammar rules. Further, only Crapo et al. (2017) and Carvalho et al.
(2014) provide tool support to assist analysts with specifying requirements.
2.2.3 Differences Between the Related Work and Our Approach
No other work, in our knowledge, follows a systematic process for creating and
evaluating a CNL to specify functional requirements, either in the financial domain
(the main focus of our investigation) or any other domain. More precisely, our work
differs from the existing work in the following respects: (a) we derive Rimay from
the analysis of a large and significant number of requirements from the financial
domain; (b) we create Rimay by following a rigorous and systematic process; (c)
we evaluate Rimay through a case study based on industrial data while following
empirical guidelines for conducting Case Study Research (Runeson et al., 2012);
and (d) we fully operationalize Rimay through a usable prototype tool.
3 Qualitative Study
In this section, we report on a qualitative study aimed at characterizing the infor-
mation content found in the functional NL requirements provided by Clearstream.
In the following, every time we speak of “requirements”, we mean functional NL
requirements. First, we describe the context of the qualitative study along with
the criteria used to select SRSs. Then, we present the analysis procedure of our
qualitative study where we show the codes that identify different groups of re-
quirements. Each group of requirements is characterized by different information
content. In this work, information content refers to the meaning assigned to the
text of the requirements. The result of the analysis procedure is a grammar that
defines the syntax of a CNL that is able to specify all the information content
found in the analyzed requirements.
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3.1 Research Question
The goal of this qualitative study is to answer the following research question:
RQ1: What information content should one account for in the require-
ments for financial applications? RQ1 aims to identify the mandatory and
optional information content used by Clearstream to describe requirements. This
is essential in order to design a CNL that will help financial analysts write require-
ments that are as complete and as unambiguous as possible.
3.2 Study Context and Data Selection
We conducted this study in collaboration with Clearstream Services SA Luxem-
bourg, which is a securities services company with 2500 customers in 110 countries.
We validated our results and conclusions with a team of experts at the company.
The team was composed of eight financial analysts: (a) two were senior financial
analysts that had more than 20 years of experience in specifying requirements
for the financial domain; (b) four were mid-career financial analysts with more
than 10 (but less than 20) years of expertise in the financial domain, and (c) two
were junior financial analysts with between 2 to 5 years of experience in the finan-
cial domain. This validation activity was performed in an iterative and incremental
manner with face-to-face plenary bi-weekly sessions with the team of experts, with
each of these sessions lasting between 2 to 3 hours.
Clearstream is continuously delivering new software projects in the financial
domain and employs English as the primary language for specifying requirements.
Among all those available in Clearstream, we selected SRSs which: (a) belong
to recently concluded projects, (b) contain at least 15 requirements,(c) contain
requirements written in English, and (d) are written by different financial ana-
lysts. The senior financial analysts from Clearstream selected 11 representative
SRSs according to the four criteria defined above. Each one of the SRSs con-
tained the following types of information: business context, goals and objectives,
project scope, current and future overview, general information (e.g., glossary,
related documentation, acronyms and abbreviations), and Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) diagrams for the high-level functional decomposition of the systems
and requirements. In total, the 11 SRSs contained 2755 requirements.
3.3 Analysis Procedure
Figure 1 shows an overview of our analysis procedure. In Step 1, we first extracted
2755 requirements from 11 SRSs. In Step 2, we identified a dictionary of 41 codes
from the extracted requirements. For example, the code send 11.1 identifies five
verbs used in the extracted requirements: “return”, “send”, “forward”, “pass”,
“export” and “import”(Table 5 and Table 6 shows the 41 codes and verbs identified
in our qualitative study and the evaluation). Our analysis procedure for identifying
the codes followed protocol coding (Saldan˜a, 2015), which is a method for collecting
qualitative data according to a pre-established theory, i.e., a set of codes. Protocol
coding allows additional codes to be defined when the set of pre-established codes
are not sufficient. In Step 3, two annotators (first and second authors of this article)
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labeled the extracted requirements with one or more of the codes discovered in the
previous step. In Step 4, we grouped the extracted requirements by their labels.
The purpose of grouping requirements is to ease the identification of common
information content to create grammar rules. For example, all the requirements
that use the verbs members of the code send 11.1 share the semantic roles INITIAL
LOCATION (a place where an event begins or a state becomes true) and DESTINATION
(a place that is the end point of an action and exists independently of the event). In
Step 5, we iteratively created and integrated the grammar rules into Rimay. Each
of the five steps in Figure 1 shows one or two icons denoting whether a given step
was carried out (1) automatically (i.e., the three gears icon), (2) manually (i.e.,
the human icon), or (3) semi-automatically (i.e., both icons). The next subsections
describe in details Steps 1 to 5.
Requirements
Labelled 
Requirements
Identify Codes2
Label Requirements3
Group Requirements4
Create Grammar5
Extract Requirements1
Requirements 
by Label
Rimay 
Grammar
SRSs
Dictionary of 
Codes
Fig. 1: Overview of our analysis procedure
3.3.1 Extract Requirements (Step 1)
We read the 11 SRSs and extracted 2755 requirements. In our case, all the require-
ments were written in tables in which all the requirements were clearly identified
and distinguished from other information.
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Table 3 shows three requirements extracted from a SRS. The column “Id”
identifies the requirements, the column “Description” contains the original text of
the requirements, and the column “Rationale” presents the reasoning behind the
creation of a given requirement.
Table 3: Three requirements extracted from a SRS during Step 1 of Figure 1
Id Description Rationale
TNG.INPUT.010 If the message contains “FISN”,
then the System must ignore the
message.
FISN is an official ISO Standard
created to enhance the quality of
financial messaging.
TRAN.0030 The System must regenerate the
outbound XML according to the
new XML specification “SR2017”.
The previously created orders,
which their status are activated,
must be changed to comply with
the new XML specification.
Data.SAA.060 The data of the System older than
13 months must be archived for at
least 10 years.
This requirement complies to a le-
gal rule.
3.3.2 Identify Codes (Step 2)
The requirements specify the expected system behavior using verb phrases, e.g.,
“send a message” and “create an instruction”. We used the verb lexicon named
VerbNet (Section 2.1.2) to identify the codes from our SRSs. Subsection 3.3.5
will explain in details how, by using verb classes, we obtain the grammar rules of
Rimay.
We followed a semi-automated process to identify codes and their correspond-
ing verbs. From the 41 codes that we proposed in this qualitative study, 32 codes
(78%) correspond to verb class ids from VerbNet (referred to thereafter as VerbNet
codes), and nine (22%) are codes that we proposed because they were missing from
VerbNet but were needed to analyze the requirements. We use below the following
terms to describe this process:
– REQS: Set of requirements to analyze.
– LEMMAS: List of lemmas found in the action phrases of REQS.
– CODES: Dictionary of codes and their corresponding verb members found during
our analysis procedure. There are two types of codes: VerbNet codes and codes
proposed by us.
– AUX: Auxiliary list of the lemmas that are not members of any code in CODES.
– SYNS: Dictionary of lemmas and their corresponding applicable synonyms.
– VN: Read-only dictionary of all the publicly available VerbNet codes and their
corresponding verb members.
In Figure 2, we show a running example of our process to identify the codes.
The process steps are as follows:
Extract lemmas (Step 2.1). We extracted the verbs of each requirement in REQS
(upper-left corner of Figure 2) to obtain lemmas. A lemma is the base form of
the verb. For example, from “archived”, the lemma is “archive”. We stored the
resulting lemmas in LEMMAS.
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Codes Members
set#5set
synchronize#1,2,4,5synchronize
store#1keep-15.2
neglect#4neglect-75-1-1
engender-27 generate#1, regenerate#1
CODES: Verb members by code
Analyze remaining lemmas (Step 2.5) 
synchronize, regenerate, set
AUX: Lemmas that do not belong to 
any VerbNet class
Remove VerbNet codes (Step 2.4) 
store#1keep-15.2
Codes
neglect#4neglect-75-1-1
engender-27
Members
generate#1
CODES: Verb Members by code
Identify new VerbNet codes
by using synonyms (Step 2.3) 
synchronize, regenerate
AUX: Lemmas that do not belong to 
any code
Remove lemmas (Step 2.3.3) 
Add applicable synonyms 
(Step 2.3.2)
neglect#4
keep-15.2
pocket-9.10
grow-26.2
force-59-1
set#22
judgment-33
archive#1
store#(1,2)
set#6
put-9.1-2
generate#(2,3)
Codes
snub#1
set#25
neglect-75-1-1
braid-41.2.2
generate#1
set#(7, 22)
set#(1,6,12,17)
image_impression-25.1
preparing-26.3-2
engender-27
Members
CODES: Verb members by code
Find applicable synonyms 
(Step 2.3.1)
contemporize#1, 
contemporize#2, sync#1synchronize
renew#1regenerate
cut#31, snub#1, 
disregard#1, disregard#3, 
neglect#4
Applicable synonyms 
with their 
corresponding senses
ignore
Lemma
SYNS: Applicable synonyms
ignore, 
regenerate, 
synchronize
AUX: Lemmas 
that do not 
belong to any 
code
keep-15.2 store#(1,2)
archive#1pocket-9.10
set#22
force-59-1
image_impression
-25.1
engender-27
set#(1,6,12,17)
generate#(2,3)
Codes
set#6
preparing-26.3-2
set#(7, 22)
put-9.1-2
braid-41.2.2
Members
grow-26.2
set#25
generate#1
CODES: 
Verb members by code
Separate lemmas that do not belong to any 
VerbNet code (Step 2.2)
set, generate, ignore, regenerate, archive, 
synchronize, store
LEMMAS: Lemmas found in REQS
Extract lemmas (Step 2.1)
 IFSIG must store all data for a configurable 
retention periodDEP0020
VIS003
Oxygen must synchronize to Vestima+, the 
current version of the time dependent 
elements
Data.SAA.060 SAA data older than 13 months must be archived for at least 10 years.
If the Message contains the keyword “FISN", 
then the System must ignore the Message.
TRAN.0030
ID Description
Vestima must generate a new Clearstream 
identifier using the current naming convention.
TNG.INPUT.010
V.ORDR.N.0040
When VertimaTango generates a settlement 
instruction (not an allegement), the input 
media field must be set to "Vestima”.
Vestima must regenerate the outbound TNP 
XML based on the new SR2017 TNP XML 
specification
TNG.CXID.010
REQS: Set of requirements
Fig. 2: Identify codes (Step 2)
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Separate lemmas that do not belong to any VerbNet code (Step 2.2). We retrieved
for every lemma in LEMMAS its corresponding VerbNet codes from VN. We stored
these VerbNet codes and their corresponding lemmas (including their sense num-
ber, depicted as a number after the symbol #) in CODES. For example, the key-value
pair {engender-27, generate#1} in CODES of Figure 2 (Step 2.2) means that the
lemma generate (Step 2.1 of Figure 2) with the sense number one (i.e., “bring into
existence”) is a member of the VerbNet code engender-27.
If a lemma in LEMMAS was not a member of any VerbNet code in VN, we added
it to an auxiliary list of lemmas named AUX. For example, in Figure 2 (Step 2.2)
we added to AUX the lemmas ignore, regenerate and synchronize that were not
identified in VN, but were found in the analyzed requirements.
Identify new VerbNet codes by using synonyms (Step 2.3). We analyzed the syn-
onyms and senses of the lemmas in AUX to discover new VerbNet codes that can
be added to CODES. We describe this process in more details as follows:
Find applicable synonyms (Step 2.3.1). We used WordNet to retrieve all the syn-
onyms of each auxiliary lemma in AUX. We stored in SYNS only the synonyms whose
senses match the sense of an auxiliary lemma as used in REQS.
As an example, Table 4 shows the list of synonyms of the lemma regenerate,
which is one of the lemmas in AUX shown in Figure 2 (Step 2.2). The synonyms
in Table 4 are grouped according to the sense numbers of the lemma regenerate,
namely 1, 3, 4 and 9 (according to WordNet, the verb regenerate has nine senses,
but Table 4 only shows the senses that have at least one synonym). From the four
senses in Table 4, we chose the ones that match the sense of the verb regenerate
used in REQS. In this case, we chose sense number 1 since it was the only sense that
was applicable to the requirements. Finally, we store in SYNS the synonyms and
their chosen sense numbers. In the case of the lemma regenerate, we only added
renew#1 to SYNS.
Table 4: Senses and synonyms of the verb regenerate retrieved from WordNet.
Sense Sense Definition Synonyms and Chosen
Number Their Sense Number Sense?
1 Reestablish on a new, usually im-
proved, basis or make new or like new
renew#1 Yes
3 Bring, lead, or force to abandon a
wrong or evil course of life, conduct,
and adopt a right one
reform#2, reclaim#3,
rectify#3
No
4 Return to life, get or give new life or
energy
restore#2, rejuvenate#4 No
9 Restore strength revitalize#1 No
Add applicable synonyms (Step 2.3.2). We retrieved, for every synonym in SYNS,
its corresponding VerbNet codes from VN. Then, we stored the retrieved VerbNet
codes and the corresponding synonym (including the sense number) in CODES.
For example, given that the synonym neglect (Step 2.3.1 of Figure 2) with sense
number four (i.e., neglect#4 ) is a member of the VerbNet code neglect-75-1-1,
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we created the key-value pair {neglect-75-1-1, neglect#4} in CODES (Step 2.3.2 of
Figure 2). If none of the synonyms of a lemma is a member of any code in VN, then
we move the lemma from SYNS to AUX. For example, if the synonym is renew#1
and it is not a member of any VerbNet code in VN, if it is a synonym of regenerate
we then move regenerate from SYNS to AUX.
Remove VerbNet codes (Step 2.4). In this step, our goal is to remove the VerbNet
codes (from CODES) that are either not relevant to the SRSs in the financial domain
or redundant. We performed this step during several offline validation sessions.
Each session was attended by three to four financial analysts with the presence of
at least one senior and one mid-career financial analyst.
At the end of Step 2.4 (Figure 2), we went from 11 to three VerbNet codes
(i.e., a reduction of 72,7%). Considering all the VerbNet codes used during this
qualitative study, not only the 11 VerbNet codes shown in Step 2.4 in Figure 2, we
decreased the number of VerbNet codes from 158 to 32 (i.e., a reduction of 79,7%).
The two strategies that we employed to reduce VerbNet codes are as follows:
– Strategy 1. Discard redundant verbs. For example, between the verbs archive
and store, we discard the verb archive because the verb store is more frequent
and both verbs are semantically similar.
– Strategy 2. Discard verbs that do not have applicable senses. For example, the
VerbNet code image impression-25.1 (Step 2.3.2 of Figure 2) involves only the
member set#6 whose sense is defined by WordNet as: “a relatively permanent
inclination to react in a particular way”. Since this latter sense is not used in
REQS, we finally discarded image impression-25.1 from CODES. After applying
this strategy, if a verb was discarded from CODES, we added only its lemma to
AUX for further manual analysis as we explain next in Step 2.5. For example,
given that the verb set was discarded from CODES, we added its lemma (e.g.,
only the word set without sense#) to AUX.
Analyze remaining lemmas (Step 2.5). In this step, we manually checked in Word-
Net if the senses of the remaining lemmas in AUX could be included in CODES. This
step was carried out with the help of two senior and two mid-career financial an-
alysts from Clearstream. We updated CODES when we identified an appropriate
sense in WordNet that referred to one of the remaining lemmas. For example, in
Figure 2, we created the code set with a member set#5 whose sense is used in
REQS, and updated the VerbNet code engender-27 with the member regenerate#1.
Coding results. Tables 5 and 6 present the resulting codes identified during our
qualitative study described in Section 3.3.2 (“Identify Codes” (Step 2)). We finally
obtained 41 codes, where 32 were obtained from VerbNet and nine were proposed
by us.
Table 5 provides the 32 VerbNet codes and their members. The first column
of the table lists the codes, where each code is composed of a class name and a
hierarchy level. The second column shows the verb members related to the code.
Similarly, Table 6 shows the nine codes that we proposed. The first column
of the table lists the codes and the second column provides the verb members
associated to the code.
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Table 5: VerbNet codes identified during our qualitative study
Codes
Members
Class name Hierarchy
Level
admit 65 exclude
advise 37.9-1 instruct
allow 64.1 allow, authorize
beg 58.2 request
begin 55.1-1 begin
concealment 16-1 hide
contribute 13.2 restore
create 26.4 compute, publish
enforce 63 enforce
engender 27 create, generate
exchange 13.6 replace
forbid 67 prevent
herd 47.5.2 aggregate
involve 107 include
keep 15.2 store
limit 76 limit, restrict, reduce
mix 22.1-2 add
mix 22.1-2-1 link
neglect 75-1-1 neglect, ignore
obtain 13.5.2 accept, receive, retrieve
other cos 45.4 close
put 9.1 insert
reflexive appearance 48.1.2 display, show
remove 10.1 extract, remove, delete
say 37.7-1 report, propose
see 30.1-1 detect
send 11.1 return, send, forward, pass
shake 22.3-2-1 concatenate
throw 17.1 discard
transcribe 25.4 copy
turn 26.6.1 convert, change, transform
use 105 apply
Total: 32
Table 6: Codes proposed during the qualitative study
Codes Members
cancel cancel
enable disable enable, disable
get from download
interrupt interrupt
migrate migrate
select unselect select, unselect
synchronize synchronize
update update
validate validate, check
Total: 9
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3.3.3 Label Requirements (Step 3)
In Step 3 (Figure 1), two annotators (the two first authors of this article) manually
labeled the requirements extracted in Step 1 with one or more of the codes iden-
tified in Step 2. The labeling process required to (a) read the requirements and
identify the verbs used in the system response of the requirements, (b) attempt
to match the identified verbs with members of the codes found in Step 2, and (c)
when there is a match, label the requirement with the corresponding code.
We describe below the three activities of the labeling process for requirement
DEP0020 in REQS shown in Figure 2:“IFSIG must store all data for a configurable
retention period”. Specifically, (a) we identified that the verb used in the system
response is store, (b) we detected that store matches one of the members of the
VerbNet code keep-15.2, and (c) we labeled the requirement with the VerbNet
code keep-15.2.
3.3.4 Group Requirements (Step 4)
In Step 4 (Figure 1), we grouped and copied the labeled requirements to differ-
ent spreadsheets based on their labels. The purpose of having the requirements
grouped by label is to make it easier for us to identify common information content
among them.
3.3.5 Create Grammar (Step 5)
In Step 5 (Figure 1) we created the grammar of Rimay to capture relevant infor-
mation content from the requirements. Figure 3 shows the steps that we carried
out to create grammar rules for the VerbNet code Send 11.1 (Table 5). The box
in the upper-right corner of Figure 3 shows four examples of requirements related
to the VerbNet code Send 11.1 that will be used to illustrate this step. The same
sub-steps (i.e., from 5.1 to 5.6) were carried out for the rest of the codes presented
in Table 5 and Table 6.
Identify content in the requirements (Step 5.1). In this step we identify seman-
tic roles and keywords in the requirements. VerbNet provides the syntax and the
examples that show most of the semantic roles and the keywords (e.g., the prepo-
sitions) related to the VerbNet codes in Table 5. For example, the box in the
upper-left corner of Figure 3 shows the syntax and examples related to the Verb-
Net code Send 11.1 . The syntax contains the prepositions from and to, and the
semantic roles AGENT (a participant that initiates an action), THEME (an entity
which is moved by an action, or whose location is described), INITIAL LOCATION
(a place where an event begins or a state becomes true) and DESTINATION (a place
that is the end point of an action and exists independently of the event).
In Figure 3, we use different colors to show the correspondence between the
semantic roles and the parts of the requirements that represent the semantic roles.
When some content in the requirements was not related to any VerbNet semantic
role, we proposed a new semantic role to identify that content. For example, in
Step 5.1 of Figure 3, we proposed the new semantic role CHANNEL to identify the
content in the phrase “through System-K”.
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New Content: CHANNEL, QUANTIFIER, MODAL_VERB, ARTICLE, through, not, and
The System-A will pass all the instructions to the System-B
System-C must send a confirmation message and  a settlement instruction to System-D
The System-E shall export one instruction from System-F to System-G and System-H
System-I shall not forward Inx1 of type Instruction to System-J through System-K
VERB_SEND_11_1: send | sends | forward | forwards | export | … 
Nora sent the book 
from Paris to London
Nora sent the 
book from Paris
Example in VerbNet
Nora sent the 
book to London
Nora sent the book
AGENT VERB THEME 
to DESTINATION
AGENT VERB THEME
AGENT VERB THEME 
from INITIAL_LOCATION
Syntax in VerbNet
AGENT VERB THEME 
from INITIAL_LOCATION 
to DESTINATION
Information from VerbNet 
related to the VerbNet code Send 11.1
The System-E shall export one instruction from 
System-F to System-G and System-H
The System-A will pass all the instructions to the System-B
…more requirements related to SEND 11.1
System-C must send a confirmation message and a 
settlement instruction to System-D
System-I shall not forward Inx1 of type Instruction to 
System-J through System-K
Group of requirements related to the VerbNet code 
Send 11.1
ARTICLE: a, an, the,…
MODAL_VERB: shall, must, will
QUANTIFIER: all, none,…
ARTICLE? AGENT MODAL_VERB not? VERB_SEND_11_1 
QUANTIFIER? ARTICLE? THEME (and QUANTIFIER? ARTICLE? THEME)?
(from INITIAL_LOCATION)? to ARTICLE? DESTINATION (and ARTICLE? DESTINATION)? 
(through CHANNEL)?
Identify content in the requirements (Step 5.1) 
Propose grammar rule (Step 5.2)
Add VerbNet code members (Step 5.3) 
Create generic rules (Step 5.4)
Refine grammar rules (Step 5.6)
SYSTEM_RESPONSE: ARTICLE? ACTOR MODAL_VERB not? ACTION_PHRASE
ACTION_PHRASE: SEND_11_1 |... # Other rules for other codes will follow 
SEND_11_1: VERB_SEND_11_1 QUANTIFIER? ARTICLE? INSTANCE|CLASS 
       (and QUANTIFIER? ARTICLE? INSTANCE|CLASS)? 
       (from ACTOR)? to ARTICLE? ACTOR (and ARTICLE? ACTOR)?
       (through ACTOR)? 
SYSTEM_RESPONSE: ARTICLE? AGENT MODAL_VERB not? ACTION_PHRASE
ACTION_PHRASE: SEND_11_1 |... # Other rules for other codes will follow 
SEND_11_1: VERB_SEND_11_1 QUANTIFIER? ARTICLE? THEME 
       (and QUANTIFIER? ARTICLE? THEME)? 
       (from ACTOR)? to ARTICLE? DESTINATION (and ARTICLE? DESTINATION)?
       (through CHANNEL)? 
Decompose rules (Step 5.5)
Fig. 3: Obtaining CNL grammar rules from requirements related to the VerbNet
code Send 11.1
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Propose grammar rule (Step 5.2). Based on the syntax provided by VerbNet, we
defined the order of appearance of the content, and its repetition in Rimay. The
symbols ?, * and + indicate that the users of Rimay can repeat what is before
the symbol at most once, any number of times, and at least once, respectively.
Step 5.2 in Figure 3 shows that the grammar rule for the VerbNet code Send 11.1
contains keywords such as (i) connectors (and and or), (ii) prepositions shown
in the VerbNet syntax (from and to), (iii) prepositions related to new content
(through) and (iv) the negation of a modal verb (not).
Add VerbNet code members (Step 5.3). We added a complete list of all the mem-
bers of each VerbNet code related to its corresponding rule. For example, forward
and send are two of the members of the VerbNet code Send 11.1 that we added
to its corresponding rule VERB SEND 11 1. We also added the conjugated forms of
the verbs to the rule (e.g., forwards, sends).
Create generic rules (Step 5.4). We created the rules related to the generic English
grammar, e.g., we created the rules ARTICLE, MODAL VERB, and QUANTIFIER.
Decompose rules (Step 5.5). We decomposed the grammar rules created in Step 5.2
to make them easier to understand and reuse. For example, we decomposed the
example rule in Step 5.2 into three rules: SYSTEM RESPONSE, ACTION PHRASE, and
SEND 11 1.
Refine grammar rules (Step 5.6). With the help of four financial analysts (in-
cluding one senior and one mid-career financial analyst), we replaced some of the
semantic role names with other ones that were more familiar to both financial
analysts and engineers. In our case, financial analysts and engineers working for
Clearstream were familiar with the UML (OMG, 2017). For example, in the gram-
mar rules SYSTEM RESPONSE and SEND 11 1 (Step 5.4 in Figure 3), we chose to
replace the role AGENT with ACTOR, because an agent can be represented as an
UML actor, i.e., a role played by a human user or a system who initiates and
carries out an event or action.
Method. The method that we used to create Rimay was iterative and incremen-
tal. This means that we first followed Steps 5.1 to 5.6 in Figure 3 to create the
grammar rules related to one of the groups of requirements produced in Step 4 of
Figure 1. Second, we generated a requirements editor using Xtext. Third, we used
the generated editor to rephrase the requirements in the first requirements group
to test the grammar and its corresponding editor. We tested that our grammar and
the editor were expressive enough to allow us to write all the information content
for the first group of requirements. If the grammar was not expressive enough,
we analyzed and extended the grammar, regenerated the editor and verified the
requirements until there were no errors in all the rephrased requirements. For
each remaining requirements groups produced in Step 4 (Figure 1), we repeated
Steps 5.1 to 5.6 as performed for the first requirements group.
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Answer to RQ1: Following a systematic and repeatable process, we identified 41
codes, which in our context, are groups of verbs that convey the same information
in NL requirements. We created grammar rules for all the codes identified, thus
covering all the information content found in a large and representative set of
functional requirements in financial applications. We anticipate that our approach,
being general in nature, should be applicable to other domains as well.
4 Controlled Natural Language for Functional Requirements
In this section, we describe how a requirement is structured in Rimay in order to
answer RQ2: “Given the stakeholders, how can we represent the informa-
tion content of requirements for financial applications?”.
The rule REQUIREMENT shown in Listing 1 provides the overall syntax for
a requirement in Rimay. The rule shows that the presence of the SCOPE and
CONDITION STRUCTURES is optional, but the presence of an ACTOR, MODAL VERB and
a SYSTEM RESPONSE is mandatory in all requirements.
REQUIREMENT: SCOPE? CONDITION_STRUCTURES? ARTICLE? ACTOR MODAL_VERB not? ←↩
SYSTEM_RESPONSE.
CONDITION_STRUCTURES: CONDITION_STRUCTURE (,? (and|or) CONDITION_STRUCTURE)←↩
*, then?
Listing 1: Overall syntax of Rimay
In a requirement, an actor is expected to achieve a system response if
some conditions are true. An actor is a role played by an entity that in-
teracts with the system by exchanging signals, data or information (OMG,
2017). Moreover, requirements written in Rimay may have a scope to de-
limit the effects of the system response. One example of a requirement
in Rimay is: “For all the depositories, System-A must create a MT530 ←↩
transaction processing command”. The requirement has a scope (For all ←↩
the depositories), does not have any conditions, and has an actor (System-A)
and a system response (create a MT530 transaction processing command).
Throughout this section, we simplify the description of Rimay by considering
that the keywords are not case-sensitive. Also, we use grammar rules that are com-
mon in English such as MODAL VERB (e.g., shall, must) and MODIFIER that includes
articles (e.g., a, an, the) and quantifiers (e.g., all, none, only one, any). Subsec-
tions 4.1 and 4.3 will explain the CONDITION STRUCTURES and SYSTEM RESPONSE,
respectively.
4.1 Condition Structures
The grammar rule named CONDITION STRUCTURE shown in Listing 2 defines differ-
ent ways to use system states, triggering events, and features, to express conditions
that must hold for the system responses to be triggered.
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CONDITION_STRUCTURE: WHILE_STRUCTURE|WHEN_STRUCTURE|WHERE_STRUCTURE|←↩
IF_STRUCTURE|TEMPORAL_STRUCTURE
WHILE_STRUCTURE: While PRECONDITION_STRUCTURE
WHEN_STRUCTURE: When TRIGGER
WHERE_STRUCTURE: Where TEXT #TEXT is a feature expression
IF_STRUCTURE: If PRECONDITION_STRUCTURE|TRIGGER
TEMPORAL_STRUCTURE: (Before|After)(TIME|TRIGGER)
Listing 2: Condition structures
The condition structures WHILE, WHEN, WHERE and IF that we use in our gram-
mar are inspired by the EARS template (Mavin et al., 2009). EARS is consid-
ered by practitioners as beneficial due to the low training overhead and the qual-
ity and readability of the resultant requirements (Mavin et al., 2016). Addition-
ally, we proposed the rule TEMPORAL STRUCTURE to be used when the system re-
sponses are triggered before or after an event. Below, we describe the types of
CONDITION STRUCTURE used in Rimay:
– The WHILE STRUCTURE is used for system responses that are triggered while the
system is in one or more specific states.
– The WHEN STRUCTURE is used when a specific triggering event is detected at the
system boundary.
– The WHERE STRUCTURE is used for system responses that are triggered only when
a system includes particular features. The features are described in free form
using the rule TEXT.
– The IF STRUCTURE is used when a specific triggering event happens or a system
state should be hold at the system boundary before triggering any system
responses.
The rule CONDITION STRUCTURE shown in Listing 2 allows combining con-
dition structures using logical operators. We can, for example, combine the
IF and WHEN structures using the operator and in the structure “If ←↩
PRECONDITION_STRUCTURE and when TRIGGER” to separate the conditions in which
the requirement can be invoked (i.e., the preconditions) and the event that initiates
the requirement (i.e., the trigger).
Figure 4 depicts examples of the WHEN STRUCTURE, TEMPORAL STRUCTURE, and
IF STRUCTURE.
Listing 3 shows the grammar rules TRIGGER and PRECONDITION STRUCTURE ref-
erenced by the condition structures in Figure 4.
TRIGGER: MODIFIER? ACTOR ACTIONS_EXPRESSION
ACTION: ((do|does) not )? ACTION_PHRASE
PRECONDITION_STRUCTURE: ITEMIZED_CONDITIONS | CONDITIONS_EXPRESSION
TIME: TEXT UNIT #TEXT describes an amount of time units
ITEMIZED_CONDITIONS: the following conditions are satisfied:
HYPHEN CONDITION ((,|,and|and)
HYPHEN CONDITION)+
Listing 3: Trigger and precondition structure
The rule TRIGGER in Listing 3 defines that a triggering event is al-
ways caused by an ACTOR that performs some actions. The actions per-
formed by the actor are defined by the rule ACTIONS EXPRESSION which
enables the combination of any number of actions using logic connectors
to express complex system events. The WHEN STRUCTURE in Figure 4 shows
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an example of a trigger composed of an actor and an action expression:
“System-B receives an email alert from System-A”.
The rule PRECONDITION STRUCTURE in Listing 3 gives freedom for the users
to decide how to describe conditions. The rule ITEMIZED CONDITIONS (Listing 3)
is appropriate for writing long lists of conditions that must evaluate to True.
Conversely, the rule CONDITIONS EXPRESSION (Listing 3) is suitable for only one
condition, multiple conditions combined with logical operators, or parentheses that
denote priority in the evaluation order of operations. The IF STRUCTURE in Figure 4
shows examples of non-itemized and itemized conditions.
4.2 Conditions
In the previous subsection, we introduced the rule PRECONDITION STRUCTURE to
specify conditions. This rule is composed of operands and operators which are
described as follows.
4.2.1 Operands
The operands are represented by the rules ACTOR, CLASS, PROPERTY, INSTANCE,
ELEMENT and TEXT. The meaning of the operands is the same as in the UML (OMG,
2017), therefore an Actor specifies a role played by the user or another system that
interacts with our system. The Class represents a domain concept (e.g., Instruc-
tion). A Property represents the attributes of the Class. An Instance represents a
specific realization of a Class and an Element is a constituent of a model.
The users of Rimay can use the dot notation to refer to a property of a class,
e.g.,“Instruction.Settlement_Date”. In the cases where there is only one in-
stance of a class in a requirement, the users do not need to declare any instance.
For example, given that in Figure 4 there is only one instance of an instruction,
we used “Instruction” instead of “Inx1 of type Instruction”.
4.2.2 Operators
Rimay uses the following families of operators and its negative forms:
– COMPARE, such as “equals to”, “less or equal to”, etc.,
– CONTAINS such as “has”, “contains”, etc.,
– OTHER OPERATORS such as “is available”
An example of a condition that conforms to Rimay is: “Inx1 of type←↩
Settlement_Instruction has Status and Status is equal to Valid”. This
condition uses operators of type CONTAINS and COMPARE.
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If the following conditions are satisfied:
 
              
-  the “Instruction” has the properties described in “Section Y“, #INSTANCE_OR_CLASS_HAS_PROPERTIES
-  the “Instruction” has the properties: “Owner, Status and Settlement Date“, #INSTANCE_OR_CLASS_HAS_PROPERTIES
-  the Instruction.Settlement_Date conforms to the standard “ISO8601", #CONVENTION
-  the Transaction.Amount is less than or equal to “Y Value”, #CLASS_OR_PROPERTY_OPERATOR_VALUE
-  the "Transaction Type" of Settlement_Request is equal to “Z Value" and #INSTANCE_OR_PROPERTY_OPERATOR_VALUE
-  the "Account Number" field  contains “0000” #UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE_OPERATOR_ELEMENT
IF STRUCTURE
(ITEMIZED): CONDITIONHYPHEN
WHEN STRUCTURE: When SystemB receives an "email alert" from SystemA
TRIGGER
ACTOR ACTIONS_EXPRESSION
TEMPORAL STRUCTURE: Before SystemA sends an "Instruction" to SystemB
TRIGGER
CONDITION CONDITION
IF STRUCTURE:
(NON ITEMIZED) If Instruction.description contains a "Keyword" or Instruction.record is "Live" #CLASS_OR_PROPERTY_OPERATOR_VALUE
CONDITIONS_EXPRESSION
Fig. 4: Examples of condition structures
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4.2.3 Condition Rule
The operators and operands defined in the previous subsections are used in the five
grammar rules shown in Listing 4 conditions such as the ones shown in Figure 4.
INSTANCE_OR_CLASS_HAS_PROPERTIES: MODIFIER? (INSTANCE|CLASS) CONTAINS (the ←↩
properties described in TEXT)|(the (property|properties): PROPERTIES)
CONVENTION: ((TEXT (of CLASS)? | PROPERTY) (conforms|conform|comply|←↩
complies) (to|with) MODIFIER? (format|convention|standard) TEXT
CLASS_OR_PROPERTY_OPERATOR_VALUE: MODIFIER? CLASS|PROPERTY ←↩
OPERATOR_VALUES_EXPR
INSTANCE_OR_PROPERTY_OPERATOR_VALUE: MODIFIER? TEXT ←↩
OF_CLASS_OR_REFERENCE_TO_LABEL? Label? OPERATOR_VALUES_EXPR
UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE_OPERATOR_ELEMENT: MODIFIER? TEXT UI_COMPONENT ←↩
OPERATOR_VALUES_EXPR
OPERATOR_VALUES_EXPR: (COMPARE|CONTAINS|OTHER_OPERATORS) MODIFIER? ←↩
MULTI_VALUES_EXPR TEXT?
Listing 4: Conditions rules
The types of conditions are described as follows:
(1) INSTANCE OR CLASS HAS PROPERTIES evaluates if the instance of a class, or
a class itself defines one or more specific properties. The properties can be defined
in a document (e.g., “Instruction has the properties described in the ←↩
Section 1.b”), or directly in the requirement (e.g., “Instruction has the ←↩
properties: Owner, Status and Settlement_Date”).
(2) CONVENTION checks if a property conforms to a format or standard, e.g.,
“Instruction.Settlement_Date conforms to the standard ISO-8601”.
(3) CLASS OR PROPERTY OPERATOR ELEMENT is a condition composed of an
operand-1, an operator and an operand-2. The operand-1 is a reference to a CLASS
or PROPERTY. The auxiliary rule OPERATOR VALUES EXPR defines the operator and
the operand-2 of the condition, e.g., “the Transaction.Amount is less than←↩
or equal to 20000 Euros”. The operand-2 is any type of operand described in
Section 4.2.1.
(4) INSTANCE OR PROPERTY OPERATOR VALUE is an operand-operator-value con-
dition. The operand is a reference to an INSTANCE or PROPERTY and the value repre-
sent any literal or number. An example of this type of condition is: “Transaction←↩
Type of Settlement Request is equal to Z-Value”.
(5) UI COMPONENT INSTANCE OPERATOR ELEMENT is a condition composed by
an operand-1, operator, and operand-2 for a requirement related to the user inter-
face (UI). The operand-1 is an instance of a UI component identified by a free form
TEXT followed by a reference to the type of UI COMPONENT. Rimay contains a list of
common UI component types to help the user to create the requirements (e.g., tab,
page, bar, field, calendar, checkbox, menu, message). The auxiliary rule OPERATOR
VALUES EXPR defines the operator and the operand-2 of the condition. An example
that displays this type of condition is: “the Account Number field contains←↩
0000”.
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4.3 System Response
The rule SYSTEM RESPONSE in Listing 5 allows the user to express the behavior
of the system in two manners using the rules: (a) RESPONSE BLOCK ITEMIZED,
that is suitable for writing lists of actions; and (b) SYSTEM RESPONSE EXPRESSION,
that is appropriate for writing one or multiple actions combined with logical
operators, or parentheses that denote the priority of the actions. The previ-
ous rules include the rule ATOMIC SYSTEM RESPONSES and logical operators. Each
ATOMIC SYSTEM RESPONSE contains an ACTION PHRASE and optionally, a frequency
(e.g., every 3 seconds).
SYSTEM_RESPONSE: SYSTEM_RESPONSE_EXPRESSION | RESPONSE_BLOCK_ITEMIZED
ATOMIC_SYSTEM_RESPONSE: ACTION_PHRASE (every TEXT )?
RESPONSE_BLOCK_ITEMIZED: do the following actions (in sequence)? :
BULLET ATOMIC_SYSTEM_RESPONSE ((,|, and|, or|and|or)?
BULLET ATOMIC_SYSTEM_RESPONSE) *
Listing 5: System response
All the types of ACTION PHRASE rules are available in Appendix A. The rule
OBTAIN 13 5 2 in Table 7 is one type of ACTION PHRASE rule. The column “Gram-
mar Rule Name” shows the name of the grammar rule related to the code obtain
13.5.2 that we discovered during the qualitative study (Tables 5 and 6). The col-
umn “Grammar Rule Summary” describes the syntax of OBTAIN 13 5 2, and the
column “Examples” shows requirements that conform to that syntax.
Table 7: Grammar rule: OBTAIN 13 5 2
Grammar
Rule Name
Grammar Rule Summary Examples
OBTAIN 13 5 2 accept|receive|retrieve|reject
MODIFIER? INSTANCE | CLASS
(from ELEMENTS)?
(through ACTORS)?
(in compliance with TEXT
(described in TEXT)?)?
Example 1: receive a ←↩
DA_file from CFCL_IT
Example 2: reject the "←↩
Message"in compliance with ←↩
"current validation rules"
4.3.1 Rimay Editor
We developed the Rimay editor using the Xtext language engineering frame-
work (Bettini, 2013) which enables the development of textual domain-specific
languages. We integrated the Rimay editor into an existing and widely known
modeling and code-generation tool: Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect4. Enter-
prise Architect was already being used at Clearstream. In particular, we created
a form composed of the Rimay editor, and fields related to key properties of a
requirement, such as “Requirement ID”, “Rationale”, and “Examples”. Figure 5
shows a screenshot of the form.
To operationalize our technology-independent grammar (created in Step 5), we
need to enhance it with some additional information. In particular, Xtext requires
4 https://sparxsystems.com/products/ea/
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one to declare the name of the language, and further, import reusable terminals
such as INT, STRING and ID for the syntax of integers, text, and identifiers,
respectively.
The input that we provided to Xtext is an EBNF-like grammar composed of
rules that are similar to the ones that we discussed in this section. Xtext automat-
ically generates a web-based editor with the following helpful features (Bettini,
2013): (a) syntax highlighting, it allows to have the requirements colored and for-
matted with different visual styles according to the elements of the language; (b)
error markers, when the tool automatically highlights the parts of the require-
ments indicating errors; and (c) content assist, a feature that automatically, or
on demand, provides suggestions to the financial analysts on how to complete the
statement/expression. In practice, these features are important to facilitate the
adoption of Rimay by financial analysts.
Fig. 5: Screenshot of the requirements entry dialog box in the Rimay editor
Answer to RQ2: We operationalized the grammar of Rimay developed in Sec-
tion 3 into a full-featured editor using Xtext. Nevertheless, Rimay is independent
of any language engineering framework. Our grammar offers broad coverage of
system response and condition types, following recommended syntactic structures
for requirements (e.g., the use of active voice).
5 Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we describe a case study that evaluates Rimay developed in Sec-
tions 3 and 4. Throughout the section, we follow best practices for reporting on
Case Study Research in Software Engineering (Runeson et al., 2012).
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5.1 Case Study Design
As stated in the introduction, our evaluation aims to answer the following research
questions:
– RQ3: How well can Rimay express the requirements of previously
unseen documents?
– RQ4: How quickly does Rimay converge towards a stable state?
Figure 6 shows the iterative process that we follow in order to answer these two
questions. To evaluate our approach, we needed to collect new SRSs that had
not been used for the construction of Rimay. We applied the four steps presented
in Figure 6 to collect new SRSs and examine the expressiveness and stability of
Rimay using them: (Step 1) The financial analysts, on an opportunistic basis,
gave us a new SRS that we had not seen before; we extracted from the given SRS
its NL requirements (“Extract Requirements”, Section 5.1.1). (Step 2) We at-
tempted to rephrase the extracted requirements using the rules of Rimay, keeping
the intent of the original requirements and ensuring that we did not lose any infor-
mation content. In this step, we had to keep track of the requirements, if any, that
were non-representable as well as the causes for such limitations (“Rephrase Re-
quirements Using Rimay”, Section 5.1.2). (Step 3) We analyzed the requirements
that were marked as non-representable and enhanced Rimay to make these re-
quirements representable (“Improve Rimay”, Section 5.1.3). (Step 4) We checked
whether there was a significant change in Rimay’s ability to capture previously
unseen content. As we argue in Section 5.4.2, it turned out that with four SRSs
(i.e., four iterations of the process in Figure 6), we were able to reach saturation.
At that point, we stopped analyzing more SRSs (“Check Rimay’s Stability”, Sec-
tion 5.1.4). In the remainder of this section, we will not repeatedly be stating that
these four SRSs were collected and analyzed iteratively and in a sequence. Instead,
for succinctness, we refer to these four SRSs collectively when it is more convenient
to do so.
With regard to our research questions, Step 1 and Step 2 of the process in Fig-
ure 6 answer RQ3, as these two steps provide information about the expressiveness
of Rimay, i.e., the requirements that were representable or non-representable with
Rimay. Step 3 and Step 4 of the process address RQ4, as these steps provide
information about the improvements necessary for maturing Rimay to a stable
state.
5.1.1 Extract Requirements (Step 1 of Figure 6)
In Step 1 of Figure 6, we extract the requirements from our four new, previ-
ously unseen SRSs. These SRSs were selected by senior financial analysts from
Clearstream according to the criteria described in Section 3.2. The selected SRSs
did not contain any requirement that was already analyzed while building Rimay’s
grammar in the qualitative study of Section 3.
5.1.2 Rephrase Requirements Using Rimay (Step 2 of Figure 6)
A team composed of two annotators (the first and second authors of this arti-
cle) rephrased the requirements using Rimay. A requirement can be composed
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Non-Representable 
Requirements
Extract Requirements1
Rephrase Requirements
Using Rimay2
Improve Rimay 3
Improved Rimay
New SRS
Requirements
Check Rimay’s Stability4
Stable Rimay
Rimay is not stable
Fig. 6: Case study design
of a scope, pre-conditions, an actor, and a system response. The scope and pre-
conditions are optional, but the presence of at least one system response and one
actor is mandatory.
Step 2 considers a requirement to be non-representable when some information
content of the requirement cannot be captured using Rimay. A requirement is
considered representable, otherwise. A requirement that is non-representable is
annotated with one of following three causes:
– Cause 1. The requirement contains a verb that is not supported by Rimay
rules. Therefore, we can either extend a Rimay rule with the verb or create a
new rule.
– Cause 2. Part of the requirement (excluding the verb) includes information
content that is not supported by Rimay.
– Cause 3. The meaning of the requirement is unclear and no financial analyst
could clarify it.
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5.1.3 Improve Rimay (Step 3 of Figure 6)
To improve Rimay, we analyzed the causes for requirements marked as non-
representable. Concretely, we enhanced Rimay grammar by: (a) creating a new
grammar rule when such requirement was marked with Cause 1. To create a new
grammar rule, we first identified, for each requirement, the codes according to the
steps described in Section 3.3.2. The resulting codes were either identified from
VerbNet or proposed by us. We then created the grammar rules following the steps
described in Section 3.3.5; and (b) updating an existing grammar rule created in
Section 3 to include either a new verb of a requirement labeled with Cause 1 or
missing content of a requirement labeled with Cause 2.
Requirements labeled with Cause 3 were not addressed in Rimay. We discuss
such requirements in Section 6, dedicated to threats to validity.
5.1.4 Check Rimay’s Stability (Step 4 of Figure 6)
This step verifies whether there was a significant change in Rimay’s capacity to
capture the content of previously unseen NL requirements. If there is no significant
change, we say that Rimay is stable, and we stop the evaluation process. Otherwise,
we iterate over Step 1 to Step 4 using a new SRS until Rimay becomes stable. We
refer to the notion of saturation to determine the point where Rimay is stable.
We reach the saturation point when Rimay is expressive enough to capture all the
verbs in the NL requirements of a SRS (i.e., the number of errors due to Cause 1
is zero). In our case study, we reached the saturation point during the evaluation
of SRS 4.
5.2 Data Collection
We answered RQ3 and RQ4 by collecting data from the execution of the four
steps described in Section 5.1. Figure 7 shows the data model of the requirements
collected during the empirical evaluation. In our data model, a Requirement has an
Id which is a unique code assigned to each requirement, an Original Description
and a Rationale. A requirement is either Representable or Non Representable. If
the requirement is Representable, we recorded its Rephrased Description. If the
requirement is Non Representable, we recorded the CAUSE (i.e., Cause 1, Cause 2
or Cause 3).
Fig. 7: Data model of the collected requirements
Non_Representable
Cause: CAUSE
Requirement
Id: string {id}
Original_Description: string
Rationale: string
Representable
Rephrased_Description: string
«enumeration»
CAUSE
Cause_1
Cause_2
Cause_3
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In total, we collected 460 requirements from the four SRSs used in our evalua-
tion. We improved the grammar rules after rephrasing one SRS and assessed the
improved grammar on the next.
5.3 Collecting Evidence and Results
This section describes the execution and the raw data collected from our case
study. The case study required the work of two annotators for two months, adding
up to approximately 200 person-hours.
Table 8 provides the data for each one of the four SRSs. For each SRS, we
measure the percentage of requirements that can be represented using Rimay. For
example, the first row of Table 8 shows that 74,7% of the requirements (65 out of
87) of the first SRS are representable with Rimay.
Table 8: Percentage of representable requirements and frequencies of causes for
non-representable requirements
% Frequencies of Causes in
SRS Number of Representable Non-Representable Requirements
ID Requirements Requirements Cause 1 Cause 2 Cause 3
1 87 74,7 11 9 2
2 113 85,0 6 8 3
3 192 93,8 2 7 3
4 68 94,1 - 4 -
Table 8 shows, for the four SRSs, the frequency of the three causes (described
in Section 5.1.2) in the requirements labeled as non-representable. For example,
the first row of Table 8, i.e., SRS 1, shows that for 11 requirements, the verb was
not supported by Rimay (Cause 1 ). For nine requirements, some other content
was not supported by Rimay (Cause 2 ). Two requirements were unclear and no
financial analyst could clarify them (Cause 3 ). In total, 22 out of 87 requirements
(25,3%) in SRS 1 were non-representable.
Finally, we improved Rimay by addressing the non-representable requirements
labeled with Causes 1 and 2, as explained in Section 5.1.3.
5.3.1 Coding Results.
Tables 9 and 10 show the codes and their verb members identified during our
empirical evaluation. Recall from Section 3 that a code represents a group of verbs
that convey the same information in NL requirements. The structures of Table 9
and Table 10 are the same as the structures of Table 5 and Table 6 reporting the
coding results of our qualitative study discussed in Section 3.
Seven out of 13 codes in Tables 5 and 6 were found during our empirical
evaluation. We placed the symbol “*” before the seven new codes to differentiate
them from the codes that we had already identified in the qualitative study. For
each new code, we created a new grammar rule. Considering that, in total, we
found 48 codes during the qualitative study and the empirical evaluation, the
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seven (14,6%) new codes found in the empirical evaluation did not prompt drastic
modifications to Rimay.
Table 9: VerbNet codes identified during our empirical evaluation
Codes
Members
Class name Hierarchy Level
begin 55.1-1 start
∗establish 55.5-1 establish
other cos 45.4 reverse
remove 10.1 deduct
∗search 35.2 search
send 11.1 export
∗stop 55.4 stop
use 105 use
Total: 8
Table 10: Codes proposed during our empirical evaluation
Codes Members
∗calculate calculate, recalculate
∗split split
∗subscribe subscribe
∗upload upload
update set
Total: 5
5.4 Analysis of Collected Data
In this section, we analyze the collected data and answer RQ3 and RQ4.
5.4.1 Performance of Rimay on Previously Unseen SRSs (RQ3)
Table 8 shows that, on average, 88% of requirements (405 out of 460) can be ex-
pressed using Rimay. With regard to SRS 1, we note that we found five occurrences
of a new verb, “use”, which we had not encountered during our qualitative study.
The relatively low expressiveness in this first SRS is largely explained by the high
frequency of appearance of this single verb. As one can see from Table 8, most
requirements can be represented in Rimay across all SRSs. The improvements to
the expressiveness of Rimay are brought about by small changes to Rimay. In
other words, while the expressiveness of our grammar did improve as the result of
analyzing more SRSs, we did not have to make major changes to the grammar.
Our changes involved only the introduction of a few new verbs (as shown in Ta-
bles 9 and 10), and the enhancements of a small number of grammar rules created
during our qualitative study (Section 3).
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The most common causes for a requirement to be non-representable, in order
of prevalence, are Cause 2 with 28 occurrences (50.9%), followed by Cause 1 with
19 occurrences (34.5%), and, finally Cause 3 with 8 occurrences (14.5%). We
conjecture that the main reason why Cause 2 turns out to be the most frequent
cause is that VerbNet – the lexicon we use for deriving our grammar rules –
is domain-independent and may not contain certain information content that
is specific to the financial domain. During our qualitative study, we identified
some new content and extended the grammar rules accordingly. For example,
the syntax for the rule Send 11.1 in VerbNet specifies that an AGENT can move
a THEME (e.g., data) from an INITIAL LOCATION to a DESTINATION. Then, during
the qualitative study, we identified new information content such as the temporal
structure (e.g., “Before 1h00 CET”) used at the beginning of requirements.
Furthermore, in the evaluation, we identified extra information content such as a
valid channel to send the THEME (e.g., a subsystem that encrypts the data).
Answer to RQ3: Rimay performed well in expressing the requirements of unseen
SRSs. In particular, 405 out of the 460 requirements (i.e., 88%) used in our em-
pirical evaluation were successfully rephrased using Rimay. The expressiveness of
Rimay did steadily improve and converged to 94% in the last SRS. The rephrased
requirements maintained their original intent with no information loss. We ob-
served that improving the expressiveness of Rimay involved only small changes to
its grammar. This suggests that the version of Rimay obtained from our qualitative
study (Section 3) did not require drastic changes to maximize expressiveness.
5.4.2 Ensuring the Stability of Rimay (RQ4)
We refer to the notion of saturation to determine the point in our evaluation where
we have been through enough SRSs to be confident that the updated version of
Rimay is as expressive as possible to specify requirements for the financial domain.
To determine if a statistically significant change is observed in the percentage of
representable requirements, we conduct z-tests for differences in proportions of
representability across different SRSs.
Saturation. Usually, saturation is reached in a qualitative study when “no new in-
formation seems to emerge during coding, i.e., when no new properties, dimensions,
conditions, actions/interactions, or consequences are seen in the data” (Glaser,
2006). In our evaluation, the saturation point is reached when all the verbs an-
alyzed in a SRS are already considered by Rimay (i.e., when Cause 1 is not
triggered). Specifically, as shown in Table 8, SRS 4 was the only SRS where no
requirement was classified as non-representable due to Cause 1.
As can be seen from Table 8, the increment in the percentage of requirements
that can be written in Rimay is tangible evidence that the changes made to Rimay
were beneficial (although not extensive).
Z-test. The z-test is a standard statistical test used for checking the difference
between two proportions (Dietterich, 1998). We run one-tailed z-tests to check if
the proportion (p1) of representable requirements in one SRS (SRS i) is larger
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than or equal to the proportion (p2) of representable requirements in another SRS
(SRS j) analyzed thereafter. Our null and alternative hypotheses are as follows:
H0 : p1 ≥ p2
H1 : p1 < p2
– H0 : The percentage of representable requirements does not increase from SRS i
to SRS j.
– H1 : The percentage of representable requirements increases from SRS i to
SRS j.
In total, we run six z-tests, at a level of significance of 0.05. The SRS pairs covered
by these tests, alongside the corresponding proportions, are shown in Table 11.
For example, the first row of Table 11 shows the input for performing a z-test over
the (SRS 1, SRS 2) pair. SRS 1 contains 65 requirements that are representable
with Rimay out of 87 requirements, and SRS 2 contains 96 requirements that are
representable with Rimay out of 113 requirements.
Test Input
Document Pair Sample Sample Representable Representable
SRS i, SRS j Size in Size in Requirements Requirements
SRS i SRS j in SRS i in SRS j
(p1) (p2)
1 SRS 1, SRS 2 87 113 65 96
2 SRS 1, SRS 3 87 192 65 180
3 SRS 1, SRS 4 87 68 65 64
4 SRS 2, SRS 3 113 192 96 180
5 SRS 2, SRS 4 113 68 96 64
6 SRS 3, SRS 4 192 68 180 64
Table 11: Z-tests inputs
The z-scores and p-values for the z-tests are shown in Table 12. We conclude
that the null hypothesis, H0, is rejected in the first five z-tests. Therefore, there
is significant evidence to claim that proportion p1 is less than proportion p2 at
the 0.05 significance level for the first five document pairs. Concretely, this means
that the proportion of representable requirements in SRS 2, SRS 3, and SRS 4 are
significantly better than that of SRS 1. Similarly, the proportion of representable
requirements in SRS 3 and SRS 4 are significantly better than that of SRS 2.
However, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected in the last z-test. Therefore, the
proportion of representable requirements in SRS 4 is not significantly better than
that of SRS 3. We therefore concluded our analysis of new SRSs after completing
SRS 4.
Answer to RQ4: We reached a stable version of our grammar after analyzing
SRS 3 in our evaluation set. During the analysis of SRS 4, no new verbs emerged;
we therefore concluded that we had reached saturation. Statistical tests confirmed
that, after analyzing SRS 3, changes to Rimay did not bring about significant
improvements in expressiveness.
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Test Document Pair z p− value
SRS i, SRS j
1 SRS 1, SRS 2 −1,81 0,03
2 SRS 1, SRS 3 −4,50 3,35 E-06
3 SRS 1, SRS 4 −3,21 6,67 E-4
4 SRS 2, SRS 3 −2,53 0,01
5 SRS 2, SRS 4 −1,86 0,03
6 SRS 3, SRS 4 −0,11 0,46
Table 12: Z-test results
6 Threats to Validity
In the following subsections, we analyze potential threats to the validity of our
empirical work according to the categories suggested by Wohlin et al. (2012) and
adapted by Runeson et al. (2012) for case studies in software engineering.
6.1 Construct Validity
Construct validity reflects to what extent the operational measures that are studied
really represent what the researcher has in mind and what is investigated according
to the research questions (Runeson et al., 2012).
We measured the percentages of the requirements that can be represented with
Rimay according to the grammar rules we identified. If the criteria that we used
to assess whether a requirement is representable are incomplete or too strict, this
could constitute a threat. We therefore proposed three criteria (named Causes)
that alleviate the risk of introducing inadequate information content into Rimay.
We analyzed the Causes of the requirements marked as non-representable in order
to enhance the Rimay grammar by (a) creating new grammar rules (i.e., Cause 1 );
(b) updating grammar rules to include some missing content (i.e., Cause 1 and
Cause 2 ), and (c) not considering incomplete, ambiguous or unclear information
content (i.e., Cause 3 ). Cause 1 and Cause 2 are meant to capture missing parts
that need to be included in the Rimay grammar. On the other hand, Cause 3
focuses on the requirements that describe incorrect information content that we
do not want to include in Rimay. To be sure that no important information was
excluded from Rimay, we looked at the eight non-representable requirements la-
belled with Cause 3 (Table 8) with the senior financial analysts from Clearstream,
who agreed with our decision to discard them.
6.2 Internal Validity
Internal validity is of concern when causal relations are examined (Runeson et al.,
2012).
The results and the conclusions of our study strongly rely on two key activities
that were performed manually: (1) the identification of codes and their members,
and (2) the transformation process of requirements into Rimay. This can represent
an important threat to the internal validity of our study. To mitigate biases, these
two activities were systematically performed by a pair of researchers (the first
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and second author of this article). Afterward, a third researcher (the third author
of this article) reviewed and challenged some of the results of these activities. We
finally improved steps (1) and (2) upon reaching an agreement between these three
researchers.
Another threat to the internal validity is related to the assumption that all the
requirements in SRSs should be used to create Rimay. If all the requirements in
SRSs are used, incomplete and unclear requirements might be easily misinterpreted
and as a consequence, incorrect information content might be included in Rimay.
To tackle this threat, in Step 2 “Rephrase Requirements Using Rimay ” (Fig-
ure 6), we first classified as non-representable due to Cause 3 the requirements
that contained either incomplete or unclear information and we then discarded
those requirements.
6.3 Reliability Validity
Reliability validity is concerned with the extent to which the data and the analysis
are dependent on the specific researchers involved (Runeson et al., 2012). In or-
der to achieve acceptable reliability, research steps must be repeatable, i.e., other
researchers have to be able to replicate our results (Badampudi et al., 2016).
It is impossible to build a CNL that is able to represent all software require-
ments, and as we already acknowledged, some requirements could not be repre-
sented with Rimay. The main issues that may constitute a threat to reliability are
related to how we built our CNL to be as expressive as possible. To mitigate this
threat, we described in details the steps of our qualitative study and empirical
evaluation following a systematic process. This process was performed by the first
and second authors and monitored by the other authors of the article.
7 Practical Considerations
In this section, we present some practical considerations for the different audiences
who may be interested in the work reported in this article. These considerations
are based on both our experience and our interactions with our industrial partner.
Considerations for CNL builders. The creation of a language editor en-
tails a significant level of effort because there are many tasks to support, such
as auto-completion and syntax highlighting. Mature language engineering frame-
works make these tasks less complicated or even fully automated. For instance, we
used Xtext to generate a basic editor based only on the grammar of Rimay. For
us, the most challenging part of defining a grammar was to understand how to
model nested expressions. The effort to customize the generic behavior of the edi-
tor generated by Xtext should be considered. In our case, we use the generic editor
for our evaluation, but we are in the process of customizing the editor to further
improve usability. In particular, we are simplifying the error messages shown by
Rimay’s editor, since they are difficult to understand for people without technical
knowledge.
Considerations for companies investing into a CNL. Additional effort
is to be anticipated for integrating a CNL with existing software development
tools. In our case, our industrial partner uses Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect
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for modeling UML Use Case, Class, and Activity Diagrams. A key consideration
for our partner was therefore to be able to reference (from requirements) the el-
ements of UML models in Enterprise Architect. To provide such functionality,
Rimay’s editor dynamically tracks the model elements that need to be reference-
able from requirements. This allows Rimay’s editor to provide context-sensitive
auto-completion assistance as analysts type in their requirements. Furthermore,
if an analyst introduces in a requirement an element that does not already exist
in the UML model, our editor will notify the analyst, asking whether the new
element should be added to the UML model.
Whether an organization should invest into a CNL for requirements also de-
pends on how requirements are elaborated and used within the organization.
Generic text editing tools may suffice for analysts working on small projects.
In our case, the types of projects our industrial partner is engaged in justified
the construction of a CNL; the projects are not only large and complex but also
involve multiple analysts from geographically dispersed locations. Systematic re-
quirements writing practices that help mitigate incompleteness and ambiguity are
thus key for our partner. In addition, the partner is interested in extracting ac-
curate information from the requirements as a prerequisite step for automating
such tasks as consistency checking between models and (textual) requirements, as
well as generating test cases from requirements. Working toward such automation
objectives would be very difficult without structured requirements, thus further
justifying investment into a CNL.
8 Conclusions
In this article, we proposed a rigorous methodology to define controlled natural
languages (CNLs) for requirements specifications. We applied this methodology to
develop a CNL, which we named Rimay, for expressing functional requirements in
the financial domain. Rimay’s grammar was derived from a qualitative study based
on the analysis of 2755 requirements from 11 distinct projects. In this qualitative
study, we identified the information content that financial analysts should account
for in the requirements of financial applications.
We conducted an empirical evaluation of Rimay in a realistic setting. This
evaluation measured the percentage of requirements that can be represented using
Rimay. We observed that, on average, 88% of the requirements that we evaluated
in our case study (405 out of 460) could be expressed using Rimay. Addition-
ally, we analyzed how quickly Rimay would converge and stabilize to even higher
percentages when refined after each new requirements specification was analyzed.
The generalizability of our results is subject to certain limitations. For in-
stance, we cannot conclude that Rimay is applicable to all the requirements in the
financial domain, particularly because Rimay is based on the analysis of functional
requirements only.
To a large extent, Rimay addresses the broader domain of data-intensive in-
formation systems. We conjecture that many of our findings can be generalized to
information systems in other similar domains, since, during our analysis, we did
not resort to concepts that are specific to the financial domain, and instead, used
domain-independent resources such as VerbNet and WordNet for constructing our
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grammar rules. That said, future investigations remain necessary to determine
whether and how Rimay can be specialized for other domains.
While CNLs and requirements patterns have generated a lot of attention in re-
cent years as a vehicle for improving the quality of natural-language requirements,
to our knowledge, no previous study has proposed and evaluated a CNL based on
a qualitative analysis of a large number of industrial requirements and following a
systematic process using lexical resources. A significant portion of this article was
dedicated to developing and discussing such a systematic process with the goal
of making this process repeatable; this way, other researchers and practitioners
interested in developing their own CNLs can benefit from our proposed process
and possibly even use Rimay as a starting point.
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Appendix A Action Phrases in Rimay
Table 13 and Table 14 show the name, summary, and examples of the Rimay
grammar rules related to action phrases. Table 13 displays the rules built dur-
ing the qualitative study and Table 14 depicts the rules created in the empirical
evaluation.
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Grammar Rules 
ID 
 
 
Grammar Rules Summary 
 
Examples  
ADMIT_65 'exclude'|'excludes'  
MODIFIER? PROPERTY | INSTANCE | TEXT  
('in' ELEMENTS)?  
('using'|'based on' TEXT)?  
('in compliance with' TEXT  
('described in' TEXT)?)? 
exclude the "Gregorian dates that are not 
business days" in the System based on "the 
relevant calendar". 
ADVISE_37_9_1 'instruct'|'instructs' 
(MODIFIER?  ACTOR ('to'|'in'))? 
MODIFIER? TEXT 
('using'|'based on' TEXT)? 
instruct CAIN in "Deliveries" using the "P format 
only". 
 
ALLOW-64.1 'allow'|'allows'|'authorize'|'authorizes'  
(MODIFIER?  ACTOR 'to')? 
MODIFIER? TEXT  
('in' MODIFIER? (CLASS|PLACE | UI_COMPONENT))? 
Example 1: allow the "use of the new input media 
'SIGMA'" 
 
Example 2: allow the "use of wild card ‘*’" in 
the "criteria” field 
BEG_58_2 'request'|'requests' 
MODIFIER? ACTOR 
('for'|'to' TEXT)? 
('by using' MODIFIER? TEXT)? 
Example 1: request the System to "provide the 
following position types: AWAS, BLOK, BLCA, RSTR, 
DRAW, PLED". 
Example 2: request the System to "cancel the 
settlement" by using the "Order Reference". 
BEGIN-55.1-1 'start'|'starts'|'begin'|'begins' 
MODIFIER? TEXT  
start the "calculation of the next NAV date on 
daily basis". 
CANCEL 'cancel'|'cancels' 
MODIFIER? TEXT  
cancel the "request of Validation". 
CONCEALMENT-16-
1 
'hide'|'hides'  
MODIFIER? (UI_COMPONENT | TEXT) 
('from' ACTOR)? 
hide the "PSC parties" section displayed on 
"Parties" screen. 
CONTRIBUTE-13.2 ‘restore’|’restores’  
MODIFIER? PROPERTIES  
(‘to’ TEXT)? 
(‘for a period of’ TEXT ‘starting from’ TEXT)? 
restore “FundsHandler archived data” for a period 
of “10 years” starting from “Nov-2017”. 
CREATE-26.4 'compute' |'computes' |'publish' |'publishes'  
MODIFIER? PROPERTY 
('as' TEXT)? 
('for' MODIFIER? TEXT)? 
('using'|'based on' TEXT)? 
(('in compliance with') ARTICLE? TEXT)?  
('described in' ARTICLE? TEXT)?)? 
Example 1: compute the "Trade Dated balance 
(TDB)" in compliance with "Trade Dated balance". 
 
Example 2: publish the "end of life statuses" for 
each "instruction types linked to an investment 
fund instrument" on SIGMA. 
ENABLE_DISABLE 'enable'|'disable' 
MODIFIER? (ACTOR 'to')? 
TEXT 
('in' MODIFIER? (CLASS|PLACE|UI_COMPONENT))? 
 
enable the User to "select a 5, 6, 8 or 9-digit 
account number" in the "Client Account number" 
field. 
 
ENFORCE_63 
 
'enforce' | 'enforces' 
MODIFIER? 
(ACTOR 'to')? 
TEXT 
('in' MODIFIER? (CLASS | PLACE| 
UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE))? 
enforce the "upper case for the criteria entry" 
in the "Search" screen. 
ENGENDER-27 'create'|'creates'|'generate'|'generates' 
ADVERB_PHRASE? 
MODIFIER? INSTANCES  
('in' ELEMENTS)? 
('for' MODIFIER? TEXT)?  
('in compliance with' ARTICLE? TEXT)? 
('described in' ARTICLE? TEXT)?)? 
Example 1: create an "entry" in the "Market 
Calendar table". 
 
Example 2: create "5 different values of ‘<num> 
<day>" in compliance with "converting rule". 
 
Example 3: create a "Transaction" in "Settlement 
Request" for "OI" 
EXCHANGE-13.6 'replace'|'replaces' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTIES 
'for' MODIFIER? TEXT 
('in compliance with'|'by applying the rule' 
TEXT 
('described in' ARTICLE? TEXT)?)? 
replace the "4 last characters" of 
Allegements_Clearstream_Identifier for "D001". 
FORBID-67 'prevent'|'prevents' 
ARTICLE? 
(ACTOR? 'from' TEXT) | TEXT 
prevent the User from "deleting an element" 
 
GET_FROM 'download'|'downloads' 
MODIFIER? 
INSTANCE|CLASS 
('through' ACTOR ('and'|'or' ACTOR)*)'  
('in compliance with' TEXT ('described in' 
TEXT)?)? 
download "the confirmation messages" from "FDEP". 
HERD-47.5.2 aggregate' | 'aggregates' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY  
('together')? 
aggregate all "fee Types” 
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INTERRUPT 'interrupt'|'interrupts' 
MODIFIER? 
(ACTOR| (TEXT 'process')) 
('with' TEXT)? 
interrupt the "Settlement Request". 
INVOLVE-107 'include' | 'includes' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY  
('in' INSTANCE|CLASS)?  
include the "5-digit creation account" in 
Settlement_Instruction. 
KEEP-15.2 'store'|'stores' 
MODIFIER? ('property'|'properties' PROPERTIES 
|  
'value'|'values' TEXT)  
('in' MODIFIER? CLASS | INSTANCE)?  
('for a period of' TEXT 'starting from' TEXT)?  
Example 1: store all "deleted parameters" in  
the "List A". 
 
Example 2: store the values "Validate", 
"Authorize", "Fail Validation", "Reject", 
"Modify" in the Life_Cycle. 
 
Example 3: store the "FundsHandler data" in  
"location A" for a period of "at least 10 years" 
starting from "DD/MM/YYYY". 
LIMIT-76 'limit'|'limits'|'restrict'|'restricts'| 
'reduce'|'reduces' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY | INSTANCE  
('to' TEXT)?  
restrict the "DATA-ENTRY Profile" and 
"AUTHORIZATION Profile" to "have messages 
Setr.004.001.03 (Redemption Order), 
Setr.005.001.03 (Redemption Order Cancellation)". 
MIGRATE verb= ('migrate'|'migrates') 
MODIFIER? 
(NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | CLASS)+  
('from'ACTOR|CLASS|INSTANCE|PROPERTY)? 
('to' (ACTOR|INSTANCE|PROPERTY)+)? 
migrate "All the data that have been 
decommissioned as listed in the KD01" to 
"Oxygen". 
 
MIX-22.1-2 'add'|'adds' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY | INSTANCE | ACTOR 
('about' TEXT)?  
'to' MODIFIER?   
PROPERTY | INSTANCE | ACTOR  
Example 1: add "SIGMA" to Downstream_System. 
 
Example 2: add a "record"  
about "missing Market Calendar" to the "exception 
log". 
MIX_22_1_2_1: 'link'|'links' 
(INSTANCE_WITH_INSTANCE|PROPERTY_WITH_PROPERTY
)(',' 
INSTANCE_WITH_INSTANCE|PROPERTY_WITH_PROPERTY)
* 
; 
Example 1: link "BIC" to "Matching BIC". 
 
Example 2: link "allegement message MT578" to 
"outgoing CIF message - RTS".  
 
NEGLECT-75-1-1 'neglect'|'neglects'|'ignore'|'ignores' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY  
('from' ELEMENTS)? 
('using'|'based on' TEXT)?  
('in' 'compliance' 'with' TEXT  
('described' 'in' TEXT)?)?  
 
ignore the "ex/cum transaction condition 
indicator" from “Instruction". 
 
OBTAIN-13.5.2 'accept'|'accepts'|'receive'|'receives'|'retri
eve'| 'retrieves'  
MODIFIER? INSTANCE | CLASS 
('from' ELEMENTS_NO_UI)? 
(through ACTORS)?  
('in compliance with' TEXT  
('described in' TEXT)?)? 
Example 1: receive a DA_file from CFCL_IT. 
 
Example 2: reject the "Message" in compliance 
with "current validation rules". 
 
OTHER_COS-45.4 'close'|'closes'|'reverse'|'reverses' 
MODIFIER? UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCES 
close the "Confirmation" message. 
 
PUT-9.1 'insert'|'inserts' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY | TEXT  
'on'|'in' MODIFIER?  
INSTANCE | PROPERTY | TEXT  
append "XXX" on the "depository LI, LJ, LK, LL, 
LM, LO and YN". 
 
REFLEXIVE_APPEA
RANCE-48.1.2 
'display'|'displays'|'show'|'shows' 
MODIFIER? INSTANCES | CLASSES | TEXT 
('to' ACTOR)? 
('as' TEXT UI_COMPONENT?)?  
('on'|'in' MODIFIER? (ACTOR | 
UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE))? 
('until' STRING)? 
('with the default' ('values'|'value') TEXT)? 
Example 1: display "5, 6, 8 or 9-digit account 
number" in the "exported report account" field. 
 
Example 2: display the "relevant Jurisdiction 
Calendar" as "selected". 
REMOVE_10_1 extract'|'extracts'|'remove'|'removes'| 
'delete'|'deletes'|'deduct'|'deducts' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTIES  
('from' ELEMENTS)? 
('using'|'based on' TEXT)?  
('in compliance with' TEXT  
('described in' TEXT)?)? 
Example 1: extract the "description” of 
Fund_frequency from the "reference data". 
 
Example 2: delete the "DECU field" from the 
"Settlement Parties block". 
SAY-37.7-1 'report'|'reports'|'propose'|'proposes' 
MODIFIER? TEXT  
'to' ELEMENTS_NON_UI 
('using' TEXT)? 
report all "allegements received without a 
customer account" to Report_service using 
"defaulted Allegement Main Account". 
 
Table 13: (continued) Types of action phrase rules in Rimay (from Qualitative
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SEE-30.1-1 'detect'|'detects' 
MODIFIER? NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | CLASS 
('and'|'or' (NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | 
CLASS)?  
('on' NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | [CLASS] 
('and'|'or' NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | 
CLASS)?)? 
detect the "corresponding settlement request". 
 
SELECT_UNSELECT 'select'|'selects'|'unselect'| 'unselects' 
MODIFIER? UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | CLASS | 
PROPERTY 
('from' MODIFIER? NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | 
CLASS | LABEL)? 
('using'|'based on' TEXT)? 
select the "last price date" from 
Vestima_ref_data. 
SEND-11.1 'return'|'returns'|'send'|'sends'| 
'forward'|'forward'|'pass'|'passes'| 
'export'|'exports 
ADVERB_PHRASE?  
(MODIFIER? CLASS | INSTANCE)+ 
('from' ACTOR)?  
'to' MODIFIER? ACTOR 
('and'|'or' MODIFIER? ACTOR)* 
('through' ACTOR)? 
send a "Settlement Request" to SIGMA. 
SHAKE-22.3-2-1 'concatenate'|'concatenates' 
MODIFIER? CLASS | INSTANCE 
'with'|'into' MODIFIER? LABEL? PROPERTY 
(('in compliance with'|'by applying the rule') 
TEXT ('described in' TEXT)?)? 
concatenate "Accrued interest" with "Narrative". 
SYNCHRONIZE verb=('synchronize'|'synchronizes') 
(INSTANCE_WITH_INSTANCE | 
PROPERTY_WITH_PROPERTY)+ 
 
synchronize "participants with the status ‘Valid’ 
and the data corresponding to that status" with 
"participants and data of Vestima+". 
   
THROW-17.1 'discard'|'discards' 
MODIFIER? TEXT 
('from' TEXT)? 
('to' TEXT)? 
discard the "changes made by the user". 
 
TRANSCRIBE-25.4 'copy'|'copies' 
MODIFIER? PROPERTY | LABEL 
'into' MODIFIER? INSTANCE | PROPERTY | TEXT 
copy the "PSC" of FNCBL_Custodian_SIP_participant 
into "Custodian SIP PSC” screen. 
TURN-26.6.1 'convert'|'converts'|'change'|'change' 
|'transform'|'transforms' 
PROPERTY_INSTANCE_OR_VALUE_AND_ITS_CHANGE +  
('in' 'compliance' 'with' TEXT  
('described' 'in' TEXT)?)? 
Example 1: convert "<day> value" of 
Fund_frequency into "5 different values of ‘<num> 
<day>’" in compliance with "converting rule" 
described in "Rule_location".  
 
Example 2: The HUB must transform "cancellation" 
of Message to "TNP XML". 
UPDATE 'update'|'updates'|'set'|'sets' 
PROPERTY_INSTANCE_OR_VALUE_AND_ITS_CHANGE +  
('in compliance with' TEXT ('described in' 
TEXT)?)? 
set the "83a: Instr. Party" field into "EDA 
(account 10999)". 
 
USE-105 'use'|'uses'|'apply'|'applies' 
MODIFIER? NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | CLASS | 
LABEL | PROPERTY | TEXT 
('as' NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE | CLASS | 
LABEL | PROPERTY | TEXT)? 
('for'|'to' TEXT)?  
('in' ACTOR | CLASS | LABEL | PROPERTY)? 
('during' TEXT)? 
use the "wild card ‘*’" in the “criteria”. 
VALIDATE 'validate'|'validates'|'check'|'checks’ 
(MODIFIER? 
NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE_OR_CLASS_TO_BE_VALID
ATED 'by checking that') | 'that'| TEXT 
(EXPRESSION)? 
('following' MODIFIER? TEXT)? 
validate Settlement_Request by checking that 
"Transaction Type" contains "SWIT". 
Table 13: (continued) Types of action phrase rules in Rimay (from Qualitative
Study).
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CALCULATE 'calculate'|'calculates'|'recalculate'|'recalc
ulates' 
MODIFIER? TEXT 
 ('for' MODIFIER? TEXT)? 
('using'|'based on' TEXT)? 
(('in compliance with') ARTICLE? TEXT)?  
('described in' ARTICLE? TEXT)?)? 
calculate the "Record Date Balance" using 
"Calculation Rule". 
 
ESTABLISH_55_5_
1 
'establish'|'establishes' 
MODIFIER? 
TEXT 
('with' TEXT)? 
establish a "mechanism of Ack and Nack to ensure 
that the Settlement request has been received by 
Vestima register".  
SEARCH_35_2 'search'|'searches' 
'for' MODIFIER? 
(PROPERTY | INSTANCE)+ 
'on'|'in' ACTOR 
search for the Account_Trades in 
Vestima_Prime_GUI. 
SPLIT 'split'|'splits' 
MODIFIER? 
PROPERTY 
('into' TEXT)? 
'using' TEXT 
split the "frequency description" into 
"individual values" using  "‘+’ sign" . 
 
STOP_55_4 'stop'|'stops'|'finish'|'finishes' 
(TEXT| (MODIFIER? TEXT|CLASS)) 
stop "processing the Settlement Request". 
SUBSCRIBE 'subscribe'|'subscribes' 
('to'|'for') MODIFIER?  TEXT 
 
subscribe to the "PM publisher flow related to 
the instruction status update". 
 
UPLOAD 'upload'|'uploads' 
ADVERB_PHRASE? 
MODIFIER? 
(NON_UI_COMPONENT_INSTANCE|INSTANCE)+  
'to' MODIFIER? 
(ACTOR|CLASS|INSTANCE|PROPERTY)+ 
(through ACTORS)? 
upload the "excel file" to the System. 
 
Table 14: Types of action phrase rules in Rimay (from Empirical Evaluation).
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